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Genome analysis pipeline description 

Genome analysis pipeline contains three analysis procedure: (1) raw reads 
trimming and assembly, (2) genomic component analysis and (3) gene 
annotation. 

Sequencing reads, assembled genome/contigs/scaffolds or predicted 
gene can be used as input of this pipeline. 

 

Figure: Workflow of genome analysis pipeline. 
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Instructions 

There are two demos located on the top of the pipeline page. Please click “load 

input and arguments” and then click “run” button to submit a job. It may take 

you 20-40 minutes. After you submit your job and when the job is finished, you 

will receive an e-mail with job status link and result link, respectively. 

 

Screenshot: Demo. 

 

There is an upload button on every analysis procedure. But you can only 
upload your file at the first analysis procedure. For example, if you want to 

perform (2) genomic component analysis and (3) gene annotation, you need to 

skip (1) raw reads trimming and assembly procedure by click the checkbox at 

the top. Please note that you need to upload the right input file in corresponding 

analysis procedure (Sequencing reads - raw reads trimming and assembly, 

assembled genome/contigs/scaffolds - genomic component analysis or 

predicted gene - gene annotation).  

 

Screenshot: How to remove the analysis procedure. 
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Screenshot: How to remove the analysis procedure and upload your data. 

 

If you want to analyze your sequencing data of type strain, you must confirm 

your type of sequencing data. Here gcType only provide the analysis of NGS 

reads only, TGS reads only (PacBio or Nanopore), NGS reads (single library) 

+ TGS reads (PacBio or Nanopore). All file must be in FASTQ format! Suffix of 

your submitted file need to be fq/fastq. Zipped format, bam format or other 

formats cannot be supported in current version. 

 

Screenshot: If you start with your sequencing data, please select data type first. 

If you want to submit paired-end sequencing data, you need to submit them at 

the same time.  

 

Screenshot: Paired-end sequence data submission. 
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If you want to start from genome structural analysis. You can skip the first step 

and submit your genome/scaffold/contig file in FASTA format! 

 
Screenshot: Structural analysis procedure. 

If you want to start from genome annotation. You can skip the first two steps 

and submit your PROTEIN file in FASTA format! Other file formats cannot be 
supported in this version! 

 
Screenshot: Gene annotation procedure. Please notice that either Pfam or AntiSMASH 

is time consuming option. If you choose, please be patient. 

After all the parameters are selected and e-mail is filled, you can click “run” 

button to submit your job.  

 

There are four tab-page including “Report”, “Detail”, “Log” and “Files” page in 

result page. Report tab-page contains pipeline description, quality control 

statistics, assembly statistics, genome completeness and contamination, 

genomic component statistics and gene annotation statistics, which are 

extracted from the output of every software in this pipeline; detail tab-page 

contains annotation details of every gene which is submitted or predicted; file 

tab-page contains four folders including 'Annotation', 'Assembly', 'Component' 

and 'Report' which stored all result from this pipeline. 

 



 

 
Screenshot: result pages. 
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New species identification pipeline 

New species identification pipeline is designed based on the paper “Proposed 

minimal standards for the use of genome data for the taxonomy of prokaryotes”. 

16S rRNA gene sequence and genome sequence can be accepted as input 

file. 

 
Figure: Workflow of new species identification pipeline. 
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Instructions 

If both 16S rRNA gene and genome sequences are provided, you need to 

choose one as the query sequence. 
 

 
Screenshot: ‘trust’ option. 

If ‘root’ option is not set, the output phylogenomic tree is unrooted. If ‘root’ 

cannot be found, the root will be set as the longest branch. Please set it or unset 

it carefully. 

 
Screenshot: Major parameters of new species identification pipeline. 

If you choose FastTree for phylogenomic analysis, all parameter is default (shell 

based). If you choose MEGA for phylogenomic analysis, default MEGA mao file 

is like this: 



 
If you need set you own phylogenomic analysis parameters, you can upload 

your own mao file (created by MEGA). 

 

Screenshot: Phylogenomic analysis parameters. 

There are four tab-page including “Report”, “Detail”, “Log” and “Files” page in 

result page. Report tab-page contains pipeline description, 16S rRNA gene 

completeness if both 16S rRNA gene and genome sequence are all provided, 

similarity calculation result, phylogenetic analysis based on 16S rRNA gene and 

31 marker genes. Detail tab-page contains all 16S rRNA gene similarity, ANI 

value, accession link to all genomes. 
 



 
Screenshot: result page. 

Notices 

Please reference these papers if you use: 

Lee, I., Kim, Y.O., Park, S.C., Chun, J. (2016) OrthoANI: an improved algorithm 

and software for calculating average nucleotide identity. Int J Syst Evol 

Microbiol, 66, 1100-1103. 

Lagesen, K., Hallin, P., Rodland, E.A., Staerfeldt, H.H., Rognes, T. and Ussery, 

D.W. (2007) RNAmmer: consistent and rapid annotation of ribosomal RNA 

genes. Nucleic Acids Res., 35, 3100-3108. 

Price, M.N., Dehal, P.S., Arkin, A.P. (2010) FastTree 2-Approximately 

Maximum-Likelihood Trees for Large Alignments. PLoS One, 5, e9490. 

Kumar, S., Stecher, G., Li, M, Knyaz, C., Tamura, K. (2018) MEGA X: molecular 

evolutionary genetics analysis across computing platforms. Mol Biol Evol., 35, 

1547-1549. 

 

Click to see the link page 



Log 

Major change: 

V1.13 2019.10.25 

Increase description of new species identification pipelines. 

V1.12 2019.10.22 

Remove DDH estimation procedure. 

Increase description of two gcType pipelines. 

V1.11 2019.9.29 

Add user defined MEGA mao file. 

Increase description of new species identification pipelines. 

V1.10 2019.9.15 

Add ‘report’ details of two gcType pipelines. 

Add root setting in new species identification pipeline. 

V1.00 2019.8.16 

Contact 

If you have any question and suggestion, please mail: 

shiwy@im.ac.cn, sunql@im.ac.cn or wulh@im.ac.cn, ma@im.ac.cn 

 


